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Have a safe and happy Christmas – make lots of warm memories! 

 

 

Quick Update: 

1. Princess of Diana Park 

We sent a letter to Brian Farquar about the proposed “paving” or deploying a gravel path of unknown 
length or dimensions in Princess Diana Park (letter attached – see last pages).  Our new director, Jesse 
McClinton, had apparently been talking to him as well about the plans and we can report that such plans 
are on hold until community input can be gathered, drainage issues addressed and a perhaps more 
sympathetic refurbishment of the path considered.  

2. What Exactly Do Public Officials DO? 

Well, someone actually knows – and documented it.  There are fact sheets on local government 
operations. Subjects include the role and powers of elected officials, taxation, planning process, policing, 
and bylaws. The Fact Sheets are updated every 4 years, in conjunction with local government general 
elections. https://www.ubcm.ca/member-services/publications-resources/fact-sheets  Take a look! 

From all of us, to all of you – Wishing you and yours the 
very best this holiday and through 2023! 

http://www.sunnysaltair.c/
https://www.ubcm.ca/member-services/publications-resources/fact-sheets


3. Volunteers Wanted!   

Feel as if you’d like to have a say in Parks issues? Want to help with land planning issues? The CVRD is 
asking …….. Just get in touch via the links here: 

https://www.cvrd.ca/3130/Advisory-Planning-Commissions  

https://www.cvrd.ca/276/Parks-Advisory-Commissions 

 

4. What’s Up for the SDRA in 2023? – watch for the January 2023 Newsletter! 

 

 

Reminder - again 

The next public meeting for feedback, questions and a presentation on the Official Community Plan – 
and for issues specific to Saltair is an open house on February 10, 2023. Please post to your calendar! 

OCP Open House / Presentation Saltair Community Centre, South Oyster Road 

 Friday, February 10, 2023 4 pm – 8 pm (Presentation at 6 pm)  

 

 

 

ANOTHER DATE FOR YOUR CALENDAR! 

Saltair Seedy Sunday 

March 5, 2023 

10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

Saltair Community Centre 

3850 South Oyster Road 

 

Everything garden growing related to 
swap, share and purchase! 

Vendors $10 per table; contact Versaevel.liamarie@gmail.com to reserve now! 

Games, contests, door prizes!  

Admission by donation to the food bank Cash preferred 

 

More information to come on the next notice! 

 

  

https://www.cvrd.ca/3130/Advisory-Planning-Commissions
https://www.cvrd.ca/276/Parks-Advisory-Commissions
mailto:Versaevel.liamarie@gmail.com
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TO:  CVRD Parks & Recreation Director, Brian Farquhar 

175 Ingram Street 
Duncan, BC V9L1N8 

CC: Jesse McClinton, Director Area G (via email) 
 

RE: PLANS FOR DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES WILDERNESS PARK 
 
This is a follow up to a call made by Ryan Dias to Sue Miller, a member on our Board.  We believe that this call 
was initiated by Mr. Dias because of an encounter in the park.  One of our members observed a Parks & Rec 
employee measuring the main trail in the referenced park. When asked, the person confirmed that they were 
measuring the trail in preparation for ‘paving’ it with gravel.  The assumption was that the ‘gravel path’ would 
be similar to the one recently installed in Confederation Park off Chemainus Road in Saltair, or would be an 
outright gravel road. 
 
Sue reports the conversation with Mr. Dias was very informative and amiable and included the following 
points: 

1. The work is planned, budgeted (from “Gas Funding”), and scheduled; 
2. There will be an approximately 6-foot rough gravel path part way from the entrance; as a foundation, 

it could be covered with organic material at some later; 
3. The extremely low area on Don’s Path (south of the main trail) will be studied carefully and 

remediation of drainage sorted out potentially using some of the gravel material; 
4. The health of the conifers in the park is a concern and may need study; the fuel load is a significant 

concern to our environmentally sensitive members. 
5. What is the process whereby concerned citizens can volunteer for activities in the park such as 

invasive species removal or tree planting? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sunnysaltair.ca/


We have included a picture of Hemer Park trail in Cedar, as seen above.  It has a series of trails, none of which 
are ‘paved’ with gravel, all of which are consistent with a wilderness park and all of which support traffic of 
trucks and equipment to maintain the park. 
 
We would not be concerned if the CVRD were going to implement trails such as seen in Hemer. But somehow 
a big gravel road definitely does not seem consistent with either the intent of the benefactors of the park or 
its use as a wilderness area.  If the CVRD were planning on implementing the Hemer type of path, we would 
not be writing to you. 
 
There are undoubtedly some areas of the trail that require attention. There are boggy spots in wet weather 
which need adequate drainage work, not necessarily filling with gravel.  And which, we might point out, would 
not be as bad if the CVRD would do their heavy work requiring trucks/ ATV’s in DRY weather, not in the middle 
of the wet season, thereby eliminating foot-deep ruts in the path. 
 

We would ask that the CVRD put a hold on any further plans, and the budget, to ‘pave’ the trails in Princess 
Diana Park. People from Chemainus, Ladysmith and Saltair are frequent visitors.  We would ask that and time 
be taken to study alternatives, opinions of park users be taken into account and serious consideration of other 
solutions, such as comprehensive drainage work, be considered. 

 

It is our understanding that the sisters who donated this land as a park, Patricia Doornbosch and Dianna 
Waddell, did so with the understanding of, and agreement from, the CVRD that the latter would honour their 
wishes that this land to be left as pristine as possible, as a wild place, with maintenance only to ensure the 
safety of users and health of the trees.  That’s why the place is called a “wilderness park”, just like the sign 
says. 
 

Your prompt attention to this matter would be profoundly appreciated and we look forward to your response, 
at your earliest convenience. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

 

Kerry McIntyre 

For the SDRA Board 

 

 


